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DERIVATIVE ENGINE LOX TURBOPUMP













































ONE PIECE TITANIUM IMPELLERS








THE HIGH PRESSURE FUEL
TURBOPUMP CAN BE USED
AS _ FOR THE PROTOTYPE
DEMONSTRATION ENGINE

















DERIVATIVE ENGINE HOT GAS MANIFOLD

































































Figure 7: Derivative Main Injectors
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8SME POWERHEAD COMPONENT ARRANGEMENT












Figure 8: Comparison Of The SSMEAnd Derivative Engine
Power Heads
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USE AS IS I_OIFY/ELmlNATE
IIII : ELIMINATE
Figure 9: SSME Major Components For Derivative
Test Bed Engine




TABLE 1 : BOOSTER
AREA RATIO 20
THRUST (VAC), lbs 679,952
MIXTURE RATIO, o/f 9
CHAMBER PRESSURE, psia 3000
AREA THROAT, sq in. 125.6
DIAMETER THROAT, in. 12.64
DIAMETER EXIT, in. 56.6
WEIGHT FL(YvV RATE, OXIDIZER, lb/sec 1485
WEIGHT FL(YvVRATE, FUEL, lb/sec 165
TOTAL WEIGHT FL(YvV, 1b/see 1650
SPECIFIC IMPULSE (VAC), see 412
ENGINE DRYWEIGHT WITH NSI, lbs 6860
ENGINE DRY WEIGHT WITHOUT NSI, lbs ---
ENGINE THRUST-TO-WEIGHT RATIO 99
ENGINE LENGTH, in. 154
DIAMETER POWER HEAD, in. 100
THRUST (S.L.) lbs 642,966
SPECIFIC IMPULSE, (S.L.), see 390
PRESSURE PUMP DISCHARGE, psia 6400
TURBINE PRESSURE RATIO 1.58


































AREA THROAT, sq in.
DIAMETER THROAT, in.
DIAMETER EXIT, in.
WEIGHT FLOkV RATE, OXIDIZER, lb/see
WEIGHT FL(_VRATE, FUEL, lb/se¢
TOTAL WEIGHT FL(Y_/, lb/see
SPECIFIC IMPULSE (VAC), see
ENGINE DRY WEIGHT, WITHOUT NSI, lbs
ENGINE THRUST-TO-WEIGHT RATIO
ENGINE LENGTH, in.
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Figure 12: Specific Impulse Vs Bulk Specific Volume
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